should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing of any
features or functionality described in this document remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.

This document in any form, software or printed matter, contains proprietary information that is the
exclusive property of Oracle. Your access to and use of this confidential material is subject to the terms
and conditions of your Oracle Master Agreement, Oracle License and Services Agreement, Oracle
PartnerNetwork Agreement, Oracle distribution agreement, or other license agreement which has
been executed by you and Oracle and with which you agree to comply. This document and information
contained herein may not be disclosed, copied, reproduced, or distributed to anyone outside Oracle
without prior written consent of Oracle. This document is not part of your license agreement nor can it be
incorporated into any contractual agreement with Oracle or its subsidiaries or affiliates.

For information about Oracle’s commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program website

Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support through My Oracle
Support. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit http://
www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing impaired.

Sample Code

Oracle may provide sample code in SuiteAnswers, the Help Center, User Guides, or elsewhere through
help links. All such sample code is provided “as is” and “as available”, for use only with an authorized
NetSuite Service account, and is made available as a SuiteCloud Technology subject to the SuiteCloud
Terms of Service at www.netsuite.com/tos.

Oracle may modify or remove sample code at any time without notice.

No Excessive Use of the Service

As the Service is a multi-tenant service offering on shared databases, Customer may not use the Service
in excess of limits or thresholds that Oracle considers commercially reasonable for the Service. If Oracle
reasonably concludes that a Customer’s use is excessive and/or will cause immediate or ongoing
performance issues for one or more of Oracle’s other customers, Oracle may slow down or throttle
Customer’s excess use until such time that Customer’s use stays within reasonable limits. If Customer’s
particular usage pattern requires a higher limit or threshold, then the Customer should procure a
subscription to the Service that accommodates a higher limit and/or threshold that more effectively aligns
with the Customer’s actual usage pattern.

Beta Features

Oracle may make available to Customer certain features that are labeled “beta” that are not yet generally
available. To use such features, Customer acknowledges and agrees that such beta features are subject
to the terms and conditions accepted by Customer upon activation of the feature, or in the absence of
such terms, subject to the limitations for the feature described in the User Guide and as follows: The beta
feature is a prototype or beta version only and is not error or bug free and Customer agrees that it will
use the beta feature carefully and will not use it in any way which might result in any loss, corruption or
unauthorized access of or to its or any third party’s property or information. Customer must promptly
report to Oracle any defects, errors or other problems in beta features to support@netsuite.com or
other designated contact for the specific beta feature. Oracle cannot guarantee the continued availability
of such beta features and may substantially modify or cease providing such beta features without
entitling Customer to any refund, credit, or other compensation. Oracle makes no representations or
warranties regarding functionality or use of beta features and Oracle shall have no liability for any lost
data, incomplete data, re-run time, inaccurate input, work delay, lost profits or adverse effect on the
performance of the Service resulting from the use of beta features. Oracle’s standard service levels,
warranties and related commitments regarding the Service shall not apply to beta features and they may
not be fully supported by Oracle’s customer support. These limitations and exclusions shall apply until the
date that Oracle at its sole option makes a beta feature generally available to its customers and partners
as part of the Service without a “beta” label.
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Answering the following questions will help us improve our help content:

- Did you find the information you needed? If not, what was missing?
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- Is the information clear?
- Are the examples correct?
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NetSuite POS 2018.1.30 Release Notes

 Applies to: NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS)

This chapter lists the important updates provided in NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) version 2018.1.30. Updates are not available to NetSuite POS customers until they have upgraded to the release. NetSuite will modify these release notes when needed to provide our customers with additional information.

- Required User Actions
- Prerequisites
- Product Enhancements 2018.1.30
- Fixes 2018.1.30
- Update your NSPOS Bundle and Remove the Security Micro Bundle

New Release Numbering Scheme

We’ve adjusted our numbering scheme for releases so that we can better track efixes vs. hot fixes. Rather than list the calendar year, calendar-year half, and a single-digit efix number only, the scheme now includes two final digits for calling out hot fixes.

For example:

- Old scheme – 2018.1.3 (efix)
- New scheme – 2018.1.30 (efix)
- New scheme – 2018.1.31 (hot fix)

Efixes are part of our regular release cycle, and contain general improvements and corrections. We document efixes in our release notes. Hot fixes are targeted to one or more issue corrections, usually for specific customers. We do not document hot fixes in the release notes.

Required User Actions

To use the functionality included in this release, your business should perform the following steps:

- Enable the Token-based Authentication feature in NetSuite ERP
- Update your NSPOS Bundle to 2018.1.30
- Uninstall the Security Micro Bundle that enabled Integration Issue Notifications prior to 2018.1.10
- Also see Areas to Verify prior to Upgrading in the topic NetSuite POS Release Guidelines 2018.1.XX.

Important: Uninstalling the Security Micro Bundle is optional, and only applicable if you are upgrading from 2018.1.00 or below.

Assistance and User Acceptance Testing (UAT)

Your assistance will be required to perform the upgrade. Technical Support or another representative will contact you in advance to agree on the details.
Upgrade verification and UAT: When your NetSuite POS upgrade is complete, we recommend testing at least one register in each store. You can find our **Terminal Verification Checklist – NSPOS 2018.1.x** in the NetSuite Help Center > User Guides > NetSuite Point of Sale section. Log into NetSuite before clicking the link.

You can use the checklist for verification after the upgrade and as a guide for performing initial User Acceptance Testing (UAT).

**Prerequisites**

- Your server and registers must be on NSPOS release 2017.2.20 or greater prior to moving to 2018.1.30.
- You must have the appropriate third-party applications installed. See the help topic Prerequisites for NSPOS under “Set up a Register” in the NetSuite Point of Sale Administrator Guide.

**Product Enhancements 2018.1.30**

This NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) release increases robustness for promotion downloads that include items missing from your server. It also provides an NSPOS authorization method for overriding FreedomPay floor limits for credit cards in offline mode.

**Token-based Authentication**

Token-based Authentication (TBA) is an industry standard for improving system security. NetSuite supports this authentication type for accessing NetSuite from client applications. TBA enables secure access without the need for web services or Restlets to hold user credentials.

With NSPOS 2018.1.30, we begin supporting token-based authentication for your integration user account. Each NetSuite account for NSPOS includes one to three integration users dedicated to handling synchronization between NetSuite ERP and your replication server. TBA is only required for one integration user account.

Integration users are different from your standard users that log into NetSuite via the online user interface. TBA does not apply to access through the user interface. This enhancement will not require you to enter a token when you log into NetSuite ERP or NSPOS.

TBA for NSPOS requires that the **Token-based Authentication** box is checked on the **Enable Features** page.

![Enable Features](image)

---
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Important: If the Token-based Authentication feature is not enabled, the upgrade to 2018.1.30 will fail for your setup.

To enable Token-based Authentication in NetSuite ERP:

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Setup > Company > Enable Features (under Setup Tasks).
3. Click the SuiteCloud subtab.
4. Scroll to the Manage Authentication section and check the Token-based Authentication box.
5. Click I Agree on the SuiteCloud Terms of Service page.
6. Click Save.

Note: If token-based authentication is already enabled, you do not need to change the setting.

Fixes 2018.1.30

NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) 2018.1.30 provides behind-the-scenes fixes.

Update your NSPOS Bundle and Remove the Security Micro Bundle

To use the functionality provided in the 2018.1.30 release, you must update your NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) bundle. You can remove the micro bundle if installed for 2018.1.00 or lower.

Important: Updating or installing a bundle requires an Administrator Role. If you need assistance performing this update and verifying settings, please contact NSPOS Technical Support.

Update your NSPOS Bundle to 2018.1.30

To update your NSPOS bundle:

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
3. On the Installed Bundles page, locate NetSuite Point of Sale Bundle with Bundle ID 27525. Under the version number, the blue icon indicates there is a newer version available. Placing your mouse over the icon displays more information. If you do not see this icon, your installed bundle is already up to date and no further action is required.
4. Place your mouse over the green icon and click Update. Allow time for the page to load.
5. Review the updates to be installed.

NetSuite alerts you on-screen of any conflicts or other issues that may occur with the installation. If needed, use the screenshot below to choose options for Sales Order setup. For other issues, please stop and contact NetSuite Technical Support.
Tip: If you are viewing this image in a PDF, zoom in. If you are viewing it in the Help Center, click the image to enlarge it.

Note: Use Replace existing object and Update deployments to resolve a conflict. If Replace data is required for a custom list, contact Technical Support for assistance.

6. Click Update Bundle.
7. Click OK at the prompt.

The Updated Bundles page displays the install progress. When complete, if the bundle updated correctly, a green check mark displays in the Status column.

Uninstall the Security Micro Bundle that enabled Integration Issue Notifications prior to 2018.1.10

For 2018.1.00 and lower, the NPSOS Development Team released a small “micro bundle” separate from the upgrade bundle. This bundle was a security fix. It notified you in the event a misconfiguration occurred with the NSPOS integration to your NetSuite ERP production or sandbox environment.

The micro bundle was required for release 2018.1.00 or lower only. Release 2018.1.10 and greater includes the notifications with the main bundle. If you installed the micro bundle, you can remove it upon upgrading to the current release.

Note: You can leave the micro bundle installed if you want. However if you do, you might receive two sets of notifications in the event an alert triggers.

To uninstall the micro bundle security fix:

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
3. For Keywords, enter #339097 NSPOS Bundle and click Search.
4. Select the #339097 NSPOS Bundle with Bundle ID 235437.
5. Click the green configuration icon on the left.
6. Click Uninstall.

If prompted, confirm that you want to uninstall the bundle.

Note: If the bundle is still on the installed bundles list, refresh the page.
NetSuite POS 2018.1.20 Release Notes

Applies to: NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS)

This chapter lists the important updates provided in NetSuite Point of Sale (POS or NSPOS) version 2018.1.20. Updates are not available to NetSuite POS customers until they have upgraded to the release. NetSuite will modify these release notes when needed to provide our customers with additional information.

- Required User Actions
- Prerequisites
- Product Enhancements 2018.1.20
- Fixes 2018.1.20
- Update your NSPOS Bundle and Remove the Security Micro Bundle

Required User Actions

To use the functionality included in this release, your business should perform the following steps:

- Update your NSPOS Bundle to 2018.1.20
- Uninstall the Security Micro Bundle that enabled Integration Issue Notifications prior to 2018.1.10
- Also see Areas to Verify prior to Upgrading in the topic NetSuite POS Release Guidelines 2018.1.XX.

**Important:** Uninstalling the Security Micro Bundle is optional, and only applicable if you are upgrading from 2018.1.00 or below.

Assistance and User Acceptance Testing (UAT)

*Your assistance will be required to perform the upgrade.* Technical Support or another representative will contact you in advance to agree on the details.

**Upgrade verification and UAT:** When your NetSuite POS upgrade is complete, we recommend testing at least one register in each store. You can find our Terminal Verification Checklist – NSPOS 2018.1.x in the NetSuite Help Center > User Guides > NetSuite Point of Sale section. Log into NetSuite before clicking the link.

You can use the checklist for verification after the upgrade and as a guide for performing initial User Acceptance Testing (UAT).

Prerequisites

- Your server and registers must be on NSPOS release 2017.2.20 or greater prior to moving to 2018.1.20.
You must have the appropriate third-party applications installed. See the help topic Prerequisites for NSPOS under “Set up a Register” in the NetSuite Point of Sale Administrator Guide.

Product Enhancements 2018.1.20

This NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) release increases robustness for promotion downloads that include items missing from your server. It also provides a NSPOS authorization method for overriding FreedomPay floor limits for credit cards in offline mode.

Downsync of Promoted Item no longer fails if Item missing from server

In the past, if an item included in a promotion did not exist on your replication server, the promotion downsync to your registers would fail for that item. The correction was to manually Edit > Save the item in NetSuite ERP to trigger an item download to the server. Then the promotion could downsync normally.

Now, if a promotion includes a missing item, the promotion downsync automatically downloads the item to the server. A manual item update is no longer required.

**Note:** Items records marked as Do not download to POS are automatically excluded from promotions. They do not appear during promotion creation when searching for items to include.

FreedomPay - Enable NSPOS floor-limit overrides in offline mode

FreedomPay includes the option to set floor limits for offline transaction processing. A floor limit is a set amount that FreedomPay will accept automatically in offline mode without additional authorization. If the amount of an offline transaction is greater than the defined floor limit, FreedomPay provides a voice-authorization method for overriding the floor limit. For more information, review the FreedomPay documentation or contact FreedomPay support.

Previously for NSPOS, all transactions in offline mode above the floor limit were automatically declined at the register. Now NSPOS 2018.1.20 and above supports FreedomPay voice authorizations to override offline floor limits. NSPOS will prompt the cashier to call FreedomPay for an authorization code. The code is sent to the FreedomPay client for processing and recorded with the transaction.
YESpay changing to Worldpay

Due to Worldpay’s acquisition of YESpay, we have renamed all instances of this payment gateway to Worldpay. The name change does not impact the gateway’s functionality in NSPOS.

Fixes 2018.1.20

NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) 2018.1.20 includes a fix to standard File Cabinet access permissions and other, behind-the-scenes fixes.

Restrictions for NetSuite ERP File Cabinet access

This fix implements restrictions for access to the File Cabinet. Now, by default with 2018.1.20, access is available to members of the NSPOS File System Access Group only. This group is comprised of Administrators and others with a “full access” Role. Administrators can grant or remove access for individual users by adjusting their NetSuite ERP Role.

**Warning:** Moving or modifying files in the File Cabinet can seriously affect NetSuite POS performance or cause it to cease functioning completely. If a user has access but is unsure about making a change, they should contact NetSuite Technical Support first.

The following saved-search procedure performs two functions:

- It displays who has access to your File Cabinet.
- It can be used to grant immediate access to the File Cabinet by updating the group.

Normally the NSPOS File System Access Group shown in the saved search refreshes every 24 hours. If you have a new or updated user that is assigned a role granting File Cabinet access, and want that user to open the cabinet immediately, clicking **Edit > Save** forces an update. Otherwise, the user can wait for the overnight refresh.

**To review File Cabinet access and force updates:**

1. Log in to NetSuite ERP as an administrator.
2. Go to Lists > Relationships > Groups.
3. Click **Edit** for **NSPOS File System Access**.
4. Review the list.
5. If your task is complete, click **Cancel**.
6. If you want to update the search and provide access for user changes made today, click **Save** and then click **Edit** to view the refreshed list.

**To adjust a user’s Role:**

Use this procedure to add or remove NetSuite ERP privileges. An administrator Role is generally required to access the File Cabinet.

1. Log in to NetSuite ERP as an administrator.
2. Go to Lists > Employees > Employees.
3. Locate the user by their **Name** or other criteria.
4. Click **Edit**.
5. Click the **Access** subtab.
6. Under **Roles**, select the desired Role.
7. Click **Save**.

**Update your NSPOS Bundle and Remove the Security Micro Bundle**

To use the functionality provided in the 2018.1.20 release, you must update your NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) bundle. You can remove the micro bundle if installed for 2018.1.00 or lower.

**Important:** Updating or installing a bundle requires an Administrator Role. If you need assistance performing this update and verifying settings, please contact NSPOS Technical Support.

**Update your NSPOS Bundle to 2018.1.20**

**To update your NSPOS bundle:**

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
3. On the Installed Bundles page, locate **NetSuite Point of Sale Bundle** with Bundle ID **27525**.
   - Under the version number, the blue icon indicates there is a newer version available. Placing your mouse over the icon displays more information. If you do not see this icon, your installed bundle is already up to date and no further action is required.
4. Place your mouse over the green icon and click **Update**. Allow time for the page to load.
5. Review the updates to be installed.

NetSuite alerts you on-screen of any conflicts or other issues that may occur with the installation. If needed, use the screen shot below to choose options for **Sales Order** setup. For other issues, please stop and contact NetSuite Technical Support.
Tip: If you are viewing this image in a PDF, zoom in. If you are viewing it in the Help Center, click the image to enlarge it.

Note: Use Replace existing object and Update deployments to resolve a conflict. If Replace data is required for a custom list, contact Technical Support for assistance.

6. Click Update Bundle.
7. Click OK at the prompt.
   The Updated Bundles page displays the install progress. When complete, if the bundle updated correctly, a green check mark displays in the Status column.

Uninstall the Security Micro Bundle that enabled Integration Issue Notifications prior to 2018.1.10

For 2018.1.00 and lower, the NPSOS Development Team released a small “micro bundle” separate from the upgrade bundle. This bundle was a security fix. It notified you in the event a misconfiguration occurred with the NSPOS integration to your NetSuite ERP production or sandbox environment.

The micro bundle was required for release 2018.1.00 or lower only. Release 2018.1.10 and greater includes the notifications with the main bundle. If you installed the micro bundle, you can remove it upon upgrading to the current release.

Note: You can leave the micro bundle installed if you want. However if you do, you might receive two sets of notifications in the event an alert triggers.

To uninstall the micro bundle security fix:

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
3. For Keywords, enter #339097 NSPOS Bundle and click Search.
4. Select the #339097 NSPOS Bundle with Bundle ID 235437.
5. Click the green configuration icon on the left.
6. Click Uninstall.
   If prompted, confirm that you want to uninstall the bundle.

Note: If the bundle is still on the installed bundles list, refresh the page.
NetSuite POS 2018.1.10 Release Notes

Applies to: NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS)

This chapter lists the important updates provided in NetSuite Point of Sale (POS or NSPOS) version 2018.1.10. Updates are not available to NetSuite POS customers until they have upgraded to the release. NetSuite will modify these release notes when needed to provide our customers with additional information.

- Required User Actions
- Prerequisites
- Product Enhancement 2018.1.10
- Fixes 2018.1.10
- Update your NSPOS Bundle and Remove the Security Micro Bundle

Required User Actions

To use the functionality included in this release, your business should perform the following steps:

- Update your NSPOS Bundle and Remove the Security Micro Bundle
- Uninstall the Security Micro Bundle that enabled Integration Issue Notifications prior to 2018.1.10

⚠️ Important: You should apply the micro bundle security fix for ERP Sandbox Integration as soon as possible.

Assistance and User Acceptance Testing (UAT)

Your assistance will be required to perform the upgrade. Technical Support or another representative will contact you in advance to agree on the details.

Upgrade verification and UAT: When your NetSuite POS upgrade is complete, we recommend testing at least one register in each store. You can find our Terminal Verification Checklist – NSPOS 2018.1.x in the NetSuite Help Center > User Guides > NetSuite Point of Sale section. Log into NetSuite before clicking the link.

You can use the checklist for verification after the upgrade and as a guide for performing initial User Acceptance Testing (UAT).

Prerequisites

- Your server and registers must be on NSPOS release 2017.2.20 or greater prior to moving to 2018.1.10.
- You must have the appropriate third-party applications installed. See the help topic Prerequisites for NSPOS under “Set up a Register” in the NetSuite Point of Sale Administrator Guide.
Product Enhancement 2018.1.10

This NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) release provides an integrated token enhancement for the FreedomPay payment gateway.

FreedomPay Tokenization Integration

Our integration with the FreedomPay payment gateway now includes a token feature to permit a future charge against a credit card. Tokens are created from the register but stored in NetSuite ERP.

A common example of token use is in rental transactions. The cashier takes payment for use of the property being rented under the condition that the property will be returned at the end of the agreement period. The initial rental transaction includes creating a FreedomPay token that holds the information needed for a future payment.

Using a token provides a retailer with security similar to requiring a deposit on a rental, but without placing an immediate financial burden on the shopper.

If you want to use tokens with your FreedomPay gateway setup, contact Technical Support for more information.

Fixes 2018.1.10

NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) 2018.1.10 includes the following fix and other, behind-the-scenes fixes.

Security Notifications for ERP Sandbox Integration

NSPOS 2018.1.00 and lower included a micro bundle security fix. The fix notifies you in the event a misconfiguration occurs with the NSPOS integration to your NetSuite ERP production or sandbox environment. The 2018.1.10 release includes those notifications within the main bundle.

What issue does the fix cover?

In NetSuite ERP, the NSPOS production server URL is stored as the NSPOS SERVER NAME. NetSuite ERP has implemented a change that duplicates the production URL and credentials in sandbox environments.
A sandbox refresh copies the NSPOS SERVER NAME value from the production environment to the sandbox. After the refresh, the sandbox contains the URL for the production server. Because the URL is duplicated, the sandbox and production integration between the server will not function correctly.

In the event of an issue, attempting to make the sandbox and NSPOS server integration function correctly without extensive knowledge of this area could have a negative impact on your business. The risks include the mixing of testing and production data.

The fix enables notifications that will warn you if a testing setup will create this type of integration error.

⚠️ Important: If you receive a notification, please contact Technical Support for assistance.

Update your NSPOS Bundle and Remove the Security Micro Bundle

To use the functionality provided in the 2018.1.10 release, you must update your NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) bundle and can remove the micro bundle if installed for 2018.1.00 or earlier.

⚠️ Important: Updating or installing a bundle requires an Administrator Role. If you need assistance performing this update and verifying settings, please contact NSPOS Technical Support

Update your NSPOS Bundle to 2018.1.10

To update your NSPOS bundle:

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
3. On the Installed Bundles page, locate NetSuite Point of Sale Bundle with Bundle ID 27525.
   Under the version number, the blue icon indicates there is a newer version available. Placing your mouse over the icon displays more information. If you do not see this icon, your installed bundle is already up to date and no further action is required.
4. Place your mouse over the green icon and click Update. Allow time for the page to load.
5. Review the updates to be installed.
NetSuite alerts you on-screen of any conflicts or other issues that may occur with the installation. If needed, use the screen shot below to choose options for Sales Order setup. For other issues, please stop and contact NetSuite Technical Support.

Tip: If you are viewing this image in a PDF, zoom in. If you are viewing it in the Help Center, click the image to enlarge it.

Note: Use Replace existing object and Update deployments to resolve a conflict. If Replace data is required for a custom list, contact Technical Support for assistance.

6. Click Update Bundle.
7. Click **OK** at the prompt.

The Updated Bundles page displays the install progress. When complete, if the bundle updated correctly, a green check mark displays in the **Status** column.

**Uninstall the Security Micro Bundle that enabled Integration Issue Notifications prior to 2018.1.10**

For 2018.1.00 and lower, the NPSOS Development Team released a small “micro bundle” separate from the upgrade bundle. This bundle was a security fix. It notified you in the event a misconfiguration occurred with the NSPOS integration to your NetSuite ERP production or sandbox environment.

The micro bundle was required for **release 2018.1.00 or lower** only. Release 2018.1.10 includes the notifications with the main bundle. If you installed the micro bundle, you can remove it upon upgrading to 2018.1.10 or greater.

**Note:** You can leave the micro bundle installed if you want. However, if you do, you might receive two sets of notifications in the event an alert is triggered.

**To uninstall the micro bundle security fix:**

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
3. For **Keywords**, enter **#339097 NSPOS Bundle** and click **Search**.
4. Select the **#339097 NSPOS Bundle** with **Bundle ID** 235437.
5. Click the green configuration icon on the left.
6. Click **Uninstall**.

If prompted, confirm that you want to uninstall the bundle.

**Note:** If the bundle is still on the installed bundles list, refresh the page.
NetSuite POS 2018.1.00 Release Notes

This chapter lists the important updates provided in NetSuite Point of Sale (POS or NSPOS) version 2018.1.00. Updates are not available to NetSuite POS customers until they have upgraded to the release. NetSuite will modify these release notes when needed to provide our customers with additional information.

- Required User Actions
- Prerequisites
- Product Enhancements 2018.1.00
- Fixes 2018.1.00
- Update your NSPOS Bundle and Install the Security Micro Bundle

Required User Actions

To use the functionality included in this release, your business must perform the following steps:

- Update your NSPOS Bundle to 2018.1.00
- Install the Security Micro Bundle to enable Integration Issue Notifications
- Modify configurations as needed and described for each enhancement.

**Important:** You should Install the Security Micro Bundle to enable Integration Issue Notifications as soon as possible.

Assistance and User Acceptance Testing (UAT)

**Your assistance will be required to perform the upgrade.** Technical Support or another representative will contact you in advance to agree on the details.

**Upgrade verification and UAT:** When your NetSuite POS upgrade is complete, we recommend testing at least one register in each store. You can find our Terminal Verification Checklist – NSPOS 2018.1.x in the NetSuite Help Center > User Guides > NetSuite Point of Sale section. Log into NetSuite before clicking the link.

You can use the checklist for verification after the upgrade and as a guide for performing initial User Acceptance Testing (UAT).

Prerequisites

- Your server and registers must be on NSPOS release 2017.2.20 prior to moving to 2018.1.00.
- You must have the appropriate third-party applications installed. See the help topic Prerequisites for NSPOS under “Set up a Register” in the NetSuite Point of Sale Administrator Guide.
Product Enhancements 2018.1.00

This NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) release provides customer-controlled register upgrades, item and price restriction capabilities, a separate item Db, a new payment method and enhanced hardware monitoring.

- Backward Compatibility for NSPOS upgrades
- Separate Database for Item information
- Item Restrictions by Subsidiary or Location
- Price Filtering for Currency by Location
- zipPay Integration through PC-EFTPOS
- Enhanced Workstation Hardware Monitoring
- Hardware Recommendations for NSPOS 2018.1.XX

Also see the Fixes 2018.1.00 section for:

- DbSize vs. RowSize Corrected

For full steps on how to use a feature, see the NetSuite Point of Sale Administrator Guide. Log into NetSuite before clicking this link to the guide.

Backward Compatibility for NSPOS upgrades

We listened to your feedback on the downtimes that can occur when upgrading your NSPOS registers to the next release. We are pleased to announce that NSPOS 2018.1.00 includes a new feature called Backward Compatibility. With this feature, we can upgrade your server to 2018.1.00 and then let you upgrade each register when it is convenient for your business. Your registers running 2017.2.20 will continue communicating with the 2018.1.00 server until you are ready to make the move.

Backward Compatibility means that you decide when the time is right to perform an upgrade. You can upgrade an entire location or just a few registers at a time.

![Diagram of Backward Compatibility](image)

Why this change?
In the past, upgrades were all or nothing. Moving to a new release took approximately 90 minutes to upgrade the server and around 30 minutes for every 50 registers. However, multiple factors could delay or increase the time spent on the process. For example:

- Registers being offline
- Users left signed in
- Network connectivity issues

Working to upgrade all registers at the same time requires coordination between NetSuite Technical Support, your administrator, your employees, and – in the event of downtime – your customers. Backward Compatibility under 2018.1.00 lets you decide when the time is right on a register-by-register basis.

**To start with Backward Compatibility**

First, if you haven't already, you must upgrade all registers to 2017.2.20. Then work with your Account Manager or Technical Support to have your server upgraded to NSPOS 2018.1.00. After that, upgrade your registers to 2018.1.00 on your timeline.

Doing a self upgrade requires that you restage your registers. The NetSuite Point of Sale Administrator Guide contains complete instructions. See the help topic *Stage a Register*. The Administrator Guide is available as a help topic and a PDF.

We recommend starting with only a few registers. We also strongly recommend completing all register upgrades within 30 days of your server upgrade.

**Note:** To ensure all of your registers receive an upgrade, we will alert you through prompts in NSPOS (Closed mode) and NetSuite ERP (RA-Workstation record) that a new release is available. These prompts might include a do-by date.

**What if I don't have the time or staff to perform register upgrades?**

We can still do a full upgrade to 2018.1.00 on your behalf. Contact your Account Manager or Technical Support with any questions.

**Important:** When a 2018.1.00 upgrade is performed by the NSPOS Release Team, it requires a temporary disk space allocation to perform a migration to the new item database. Self-upgrades performed by restaging do not require this temporary disk space. See Temporary disk space allocation required.

**Separate Database for Item information**

The item information held in the NSPOS database (RaposDb) on each register includes not only item details, such as the item name, description, and UPC, but also the information associated with each item. For example, item information will include prices, price levels, and location-specific restrictions. A single item can have multiple data points that support it. This data is in addition to the other types of data held for NSPOS on your registers, such as customers, locations, promotions and transactions.

As our retailers grow their business, they often increase the number of unique items that they carry. In the past, the NSPOS RaposDb database was required to hold all information, up to a maximum of 10 GB. Free space in the database could become an issue when scaling for business growth.

Now, in NSPOS 2018.1.00, your registers will use a separate 10 GB database for item and item-related data. The new item database architecture frees space on the Rapos database for transaction, customer and other data. It increases the maximum data size per register to 20 GB total. The item database is labeled the RaposInventoryDb on the register’s Workstation Monitoring tab.
**Note:** The “Inventory” portion of the RaposInventoryDb name refers to item information only. NSPOS does not offer inventory monitoring.

**Temporary disk space allocation required**

**Important:** When a 2018.1.00 upgrade is performed by the NSPOS Release Team, it requires a temporary disk space allocation to perform a migration to the new item database. Self-upgrades performed by restaging do not require this temporary disk space.

A standard Release Team upgrade to 2018.1.00 requires a data-migration process that creates a separate item database on each register. This migration temporarily allocates a portion of your free disk space. The space required can be greater than the total space currently used for your NSPOS data. Some registers might not have the free space required for the migration.

**If you upgrade through the NSPOS Release Team,** the team will determine which registers do not have enough free space to migrate. Those registers must be restaged. Staging removes and replaces all NSPOS data, and does not use a migration process to create the item database.

**If you use Backward Compatibility to upgrade your registers,** that process already requires restaging each register. Item-data migration is not a factor.

**Tip:** Always try to maintain plenty of free disk space on your registers. Loading data and applications that are not related to NSPOS might cause space issues in the future.

**Item Restrictions by Subsidiary or Location**

With NSPOS 2018.1.00, you can set restrictions on where an item can be sold. In the past, all items were visible to the cashier at every location. Now, by selecting one or more subsidiaries or a single location on an NetSuite ERP Item record, you can limit the stores that are authorized to handle an item. If a store is not included in a subsidiary or location chosen for an item, the item is not authorized to the store and is not visible to the cashier at the store.

If the cashier searches for or scans an unauthorized item, NSPOS returns a prompt stating that no results were found. This prompt also appears if the cashier attempts to process a return for an unauthorized item.

You can set restrictions one item at a time, or you can perform a mass update of Item records through an upload. Note that for mass updates, we recommend the following:

- **Do not perform mass item updates during business hours, when transactions are occurring on your registers.**
- **Limit mass updates to 60,000 records per 24-hour period. Exceeding this limit can impact synchronization between your server and your registers.**

**Note:** To keep an item available without restrictions, leave the **Subsidiary** set to **Parent Company.** This subsidiary choice is the default.

**Considerations for current item restrictions**

Because restrictions by subsidiary or location previously had no effect, this information was not downloaded to your registers. After the upgrade to 2018.1.00, restrictions on existing items will not
become active until you update those items in NetSuite ERP. Any update to an item’s record will cause the applicable item information to be included in the next synchronization cycle.

**Warning:** If an unwanted restriction is in place, updating other information on the item will cause the restriction to be downloaded. We highly recommend that you Review Current Item Restrictions prior to your upgrade.

To restrict a single item to subsidiaries or a location:

Restricting an item means that it will only be visible to the cashier and available for sale at the selected subsidiary's locations or optionally, a single location. For information about complex setups for assigning subsidiaries and locations, see the help topic Creating Item Records in the NetSuite ERP Help Center. Look in the table under Item Record Header Fields > Classification > Subsidiary > Advanced Item Location Configuration.

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Lists > Accounting > Items.
3. Locate the desired item and click **Edit**.
4. To restrict the item to all locations within a subsidiary, select the **Subsidiary**.
   You can select more than one subsidiary. Check **Include Children** if you want to include all child entities that belong to the selected subsidiaries.

5. To restrict the item to a single location within the chosen subsidiary, select the **Location**.
6. Click **Save**.

Review Current Item Restrictions

In the past, subsidiary or location restrictions had no effect on what was available on each register. Now, with the restriction feature, settings applied in the past might not be desirable for your current needs. We recommend that you create a search and review all items for their assigned subsidiaries and locations.

To perform an item search for restrictions:

These steps display an item list customized to include the Subsidiary and Location fields.

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Lists > Accounting > Items.
3. Click **Customize View** or **Edit View**.
4. Scroll to the bottom of the **Field** list.
5. Enter **Subsidiary** and click **Add**.
6. Enter Location and click Add.

7. Select Subsidiary and click Move To Top.

8. Select Location and click Move To Top.

9. Click Preview.

10. Sort the list by clicking a column heading as desired.

11. Click an export option to save the list for review.

Price Filtering for Currency by Location

The NSPOS 2018.1.00 release includes replication filtering for price levels using the currency assigned to the location. In the past, all prices in all currencies handled by a retailer were downloaded to all registers. However, registers in Oklahoma City, OK USA do not need pricing in Euros, and registers in Tokyo, Japan would not typically trade in US Dollars.

Our new price filtering feature only downloads item price levels that are applicable to a store's business. For retailers handling multiple currencies, the feature can significantly lower the amount of data stored on each register's database.

Before 2018.1.00, all price levels were downloaded everywhere:

Items x Price Levels x n Currencies = Number of lines downloaded to all registers, all locations
1000 x 2 x 3($ and ¥ and €) = 6000 lines

**With 2018.1.00**, locations only receive price levels for the currency used:

Items x Price Levels x 1 Currency = Number of lines downloaded to registers at each currency location

1000 x 2 x 1($ or ¥ or €) = 2000 lines

During data downloads (down syncs), the server checks the currency set on the retailer’s NetSuite ERP Location records. If no currency is defined for a location, we use the currency set on the location's parent Subsidiary record.

**Removing unneeded currencies from your registers**

In previous releases, pricing for all the currencies you accept was loaded to all registers. Restaging a register after designating a currency on the Location record associated with the workstation removes any price data that is not valid for the register's store. This action frees valuable disk space on each register's database.

**To set a Currency for a Location:**

Perform these steps to set up a store currency different from the default set on your parent Subsidiary record. You must restage the registers assigned to the store location.

**Note:** You must designate a currency for all locations that sell NetSuite Gift Cards or Gift Certificates.

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Setup > Company > Locations.
3. Click **Edit** for the desired Location record.
4. Select from the **RA-Currency** list.
5. Click **Save**.
6. Repeat for other Location records as needed.
7. Restage the registers at each affected location.
**Important:** Changing the currency field (RA-CURRENCY) on a Location record switches the price currency sent to all registers at the location. You must restage all registers at the location to activate the new currency. Otherwise, your registers will continue using the old currency, causing price discrepancies at the point of sale.

**Note:** To set up price levels in NetSuite ERP, go to Setup > Accounting > Setup Tasks > Accounting Lists > New > Price Level.

### zipPay Integration through PC-EFTPOS

zipPay is payment method customers can use to tender payment for a transaction. zipPay is based in Australia. It sends the consumer a code via their mobile device that is entered at the point of sale. The code authorizes payment to the retailer.

NSPOS 2018.1.00 uses our existing integration with the PC-EFTPOS payment gateway to enable zipPay tender transactions. zipPay supports sales transactions and return transactions for NSPOS. Consumers must have a zipPay account and the application at hand on their mobile devices to tender payment. With the exception of a prompt that requests the code from the customer, the transaction process flows similar to any other tender payment.

Retailers choosing to include zipPay as a tender option must update each register’s RA-Workstation record in NetSuite ERP to set EFTPOS as the Payment Provider. EFTPOS is an abbreviation for PC-EFTPOS.

**Note:** zipPay is only available through the PC-EFTPOS payment gateway. You cannot have more than one payment gateway per register.

### Refunds for zipPay Transactions

Refunds for returned items purchased through zipPay transactions are handled similar to other refunds. The following restrictions apply:

- The cashier must locate the zipPay transaction ID to process a refund. The ID can be found in the NSPOS transaction history or on the customer’s receipt.
- Refunds for zipPay transactions can be applied to the customer’s zipPay account or refunded as cash.
- Refunds from items purchased using other tenders, such as credit cards, cannot be applied to a zipPay account.
Refunds for zipPay transactions cannot exceed the original sale total.

Setting up zipPay for your Registers

Follow these steps to set up zipPay in your tender list. The NSPOS zipPay function and button setup only needs to be applied to one register in each workstation group.

2. Select the Continuous Sequence flag in NSPOS.
3. Add the zipPay NSPOS function and button on your registers.
4. Install the zipPay extension in NSPOS. (Contact your zipPay representative.)

Note: Using the PC-EFTPOS gateway requires that you have the EFTPOS extension installed. You can install the extension during your initial register setup or you can install it from the Windows Control Panel.

For most Windows versions, go to Start > Control Panel > Programs and Features > NetSuite Point of Sale > Change. (Do not uninstall NetSuite Point of Sale.)

1. **Configure PC-EFTPOS in NetSuite ERP**
   1. Log in to NetSuite ERP as an administrator.
   2. Go to Customization > Lists, Records, & Fields > Record Types.
   3. Locate the RA-Workstation row and click List.
   4. Click Edit for the first workstation to update.
   5. For **Payment Provider**, select EFTPOS.
      
      No further setup is required on this record.
   6. Click Save.
   7. Repeat for the next RA-Workstation record until all active workstation records are updated.

Next, add the zipPay function and button on your registers.

Tip: Function and button changes for one register appear on all registers in its workstation group.

2. **Select the Continuous Sequence flag in NSPOS**
   1. Sign in to any NSPOS register as an administrator (9090 level operator).
2. Press Ctrl+F10 to open the Universal Settings window.
3. Search for Continuous Sequence.
4. Check the box for Continuous Sequence.
5. Tap Done.
6. Tap Sign Off and then tap Exit.
7. Restart the NSPOS application on the register.

3. Add the zipPay NSPOS function and button on your registers

1. Sign in to an NSPOS register within the workstation group that will use zipPay.
2. Tap Manager Functions > System Configuration > Button Edit.
   Or press Ctrl+F12, search for and tap Button Edit.
3. Tap the Side button bar option and tap Pages.
4. Tap the Tender row in the Button Page list.
5. Tap Activate so that you can see the changes immediately.
6. Tap Buttons.
7. Tap New and then Create Function.
8. Tap Yes.
9. For Function Name, enter zipPay.
10. For Function Group, click the search icon and tap Tender.
11. Tap Done.
12. For Caption for Buttons, enter zipPay.
13. If desired, adjust the Resource ID.
   The Resource ID sets the permission level required to use the button. The default is 2 for sales associates and cashiers. Manager-level access is 9070.
14. For Message, enter #NetSuite.Retail.POS.Business.TenderProcess
15. For Parameter, enter Tender:CCEM Provider:0 AuthorizationOption:ZIPPAY
16. Tap *Done*.
17. Choose a color from the *Style* list.
18. Set the placement for your button by changing the *Column* and *Row* fields.
19. If you want to make your button smaller or larger, adjust the *Width* and *Height*.

**Tip:** Because you tapped *Activate* earlier, you can see the changes behind the edit form.

20. Close the *Button Edit* form when your setup is complete.

**Important:** Repeat these steps for one register in each Workstation Group.

### 4. Install the zipPay extension in NSPOS

1. Contact your zipPay representative for instructions on installing the zipPay extension.

## Enhanced Workstation Hardware Monitoring

We have increased the number of statistics reported on the NSPOS Workstation Monitoring tab. This tab is available on each register's RA-Workstation record. You can use these statistics to track the overall health of each register and provide information for troubleshooting. Statistics update one time every 24 hours.

Included of note is the AutoUpdater last connection date. Use this date prior to a new release to ensure the AutoUpdater application is functioning and can load new releases and fixes to your registers.

**To view monitoring for a workstation:**

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Customization > Lists, Records, & Fields > Record Types.
3. Locate the RA-Workstation row and click List.
4. Click View for the desired workstation.
5. In the Monitoring section, view the Last Connected to Server timestamp and the Offline status. These values can verify if a register is running and synchronizing to receive database updates from your server.
6. Open the Workstation Monitoring subtab and review the statistics.

### Monitoring Statistics

For release 2018.1.00, workstation monitoring provides the following statistics about each register.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Last Connected to Server</td>
<td>Last date / time register connected with the cloud server for synchronization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Register network connection status. Selected means register is offline.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AutoUpdater</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>AutoUpdater version installed on the register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoUpdater*</td>
<td>LastTimeConnection</td>
<td>Last time AutoUpdater connected with the server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Can be used prior to a new release to ensure AutoUpdater is running and can load the upgrade to the register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The date displayed should be the current date or, if reviewed early in the morning, yesterday's date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ComputerSystem</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Should match the register terminal's Computer Name that can be seen in the system information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ComputerSystem*</td>
<td>TotalPhysicalMemory</td>
<td>Size of physical memory. Should meet or exceed the minimum hardware specifications listed in the NSPOS Administrator Guide &gt; NSPOS System Requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ComputerSystem*</td>
<td>SystemType</td>
<td>Terminal hardware type, such as x64-based PC or x86-based PC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>DatabaseOwnerId</td>
<td>ID of database used by the NSPOS register. For standalone or Server with POS registers, value is the database ID of the register. For POSClient registers, value is the database ID of the connected Server with POS register database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database*</td>
<td>LocationId</td>
<td>ID of the location in which the register is running. Use to verify that the register is assigned to the correct location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetSuite Point of Sale</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>NSPOS release installed on register. Important for customizing registers, making upgrades and performing troubleshooting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OperatingSystem*</td>
<td>LastBootUpTime</td>
<td>Date and time the operating system was last restarted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OperatingSystem*</td>
<td>Caption</td>
<td>Name of the system, such as Microsoft Windows 8.1 Enterprise. Should match one of the systems supported in the PA-DSS guide corresponding to the register's NSPOS release.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OperatingSystem*</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Version number of the register's operating system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OperatingSystem*</td>
<td>CurrentTimeZone</td>
<td>The time zone used by the register, displayed as an offset in minutes from Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). GMT is also called Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). The number can be positive, negative, or zero.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor*</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Register's processor type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaposDb —</td>
<td>RowSize</td>
<td>Current space reserved for the application using this database. Should not exceed 10 GB. See RowSize and DbSize.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Rapos database contains the register’s basic NSPOS information, including location, customer, promotion and transaction data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RaposDb</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Rapos database application version on register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaposDb*</td>
<td>DbSize</td>
<td>Amount of data saved to the database. Should be monitored to ensure value is below 10 GB maximum. See RowSize and DbSize.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaposInventoryDb*</td>
<td>RowSize</td>
<td>Current space reserved for the application using this database. Should not exceed 10 GB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Also called the “Item” database, the RaposInventory database handles all item-related data, including item name, description, UPC, price, price level, and location-specific selling points.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaposInventoryDb*</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>RaposInventory database application version on register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaposInventoryDb*</td>
<td>DbSize</td>
<td>Amount of data saved to the database. Should be monitored to ensure value is below 10 GB maximum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaposReplicationDb*</td>
<td>DbSize</td>
<td>Amount of data saved to the item database. Should be monitored to ensure value stays below the 10 GB maximum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaposReplication database handles the synchronization process between the register and the server.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaposReplicationDb</td>
<td>RowSize</td>
<td>Current space reserved for the application using this database. Should not exceed 10 GB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaposReplicationDb</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>RaposReplication database application version on register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication Push Agent</td>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Version of push agent used to perform synchronization tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application performing synchronization tasks for the RaposReplicationDb.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReplicationStatistics*</td>
<td>XmlFilterToProcess</td>
<td>Amount of data to be processed from or to the register. Should be zero.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReplicationPushAgent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReplicationStatistics*</td>
<td>XmlInboxConflicts</td>
<td>Number of conflicts on the register. For example, if a price update for an item fails, it will show as a conflict. Should be zero, but a certain number of conflicts can be expected due to compromises between replication data filtering per store and replication performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unless you observe a rapid increase in the number of conflicts, a few conflicts should not be taken as cause for immediate concern.

**ReplicationStatistics**

**XmlInboxToApply**

Number of unprocessed records downloaded and waiting to be processed.

Should be zero.

**ReplicationStatistics**

**UnsentTransactions**

Number of transactions being held on the register prior to sending.

Should be zero, although total might be skewed by "control" transactions.

* New in NSPOS 2018.1.00

---

**RowSize and DbSize**

You should review the RowSize and DbSize values for each database type to ensure volumes stay below the maximum limit of 10 GB.

- **RowSize** – The space reserved by the database application to manage saved information. For example, an empty database might be allocated 1 GB (gigabyte) to start. When data exceeds 1 GB, it allocates another GB of space, changing the RowSize to 2 GB.

  A database might contain 9.1 GB of data (DbSize), but the RowSize will show the reserved space as 10 GB. Because RowSize is a space-allocation indicator only, it should not be flagged as an immediate problem if it shows 10 GB.

- **DbSize** – Represents the actual volume of data saved to the database. It should be monitored to ensure it stays below the 10 GB maximum. Problems can occur when data is close to 10 GB, and will occur if data requirements exceed the 10 GB maximum reserved by the RowSize.

**Warning:** Ensure each DbSize value stays below 10 GB.

---

**Hardware Recommendations for NSPOS 2018.1.XX**

Due to complex changes in the NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) application, we have increased the recommended minimum hardware requirements. This increase will maintain or improve the overall performance when using our product.

If your current hardware meets the minimums recommended previously, you can continue using NSPOS with release 2018.1.XX. For the long term, we recommend updating your hardware to the new specifications.

**Minimum Specifications**

- Processor speed: 2.2 GHz (2.8 GHz recommended)
- Processor type: Intel Dual-Core / Core i3 (or AMD equivalent) or above
- RAM: At least 4 GB (6-8 GB recommended*)
- Hard disk drive (HDD): 30 GB free space or above

* Addressing memory above 4 GB requires a 64-bit operating system.
Note: Configurations that only meet the minimum requirements might experience slower processing times during periods of high-volume traffic.

Fixes 2018.1.00

NSPOS 2018.1.00 includes the following fix and other, behind-the-scenes fixes.

DbSize vs. RowSize Corrected

In previous releases of NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS), our Workstation Monitoring tab available from each RA-Workstation record in NetSuite ERP provided database statistics for RowSize only. Previously applicable to the primary NSPOS database (RaposDb) and the replication database (RaposReplicationDb) only, RowSize displays the disk space allocated to hold NSPOS data. The DbSize used was not available.

As described in the RowSize and DbSize topic in these release notes, the RowSize could show 10 GB allocated for storage, even though only 9.1 GB was actually in use. The DbSize measurement provides the actual volume of data saved to each database. DbSize is the value that must be kept below the 10 GB limit.

With 2018.1.00, we updated our Workstation Monitoring tab to show both the RowSize allocated values and the DbSize values in use on each register.

Important: This fix applies to NSPOS 2018.1.00 or higher. Statistics for registers running 2017.2.20 or less are not corrected by this fix.

Update your NSPOS Bundle and Install the Security Micro Bundle

To use the functionality provided in the 2018.1.00 release, you must update your NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) bundle and install the security notification micro bundle.

- Update your NSPOS Bundle to 2018.1.00
- Install the Security Micro Bundle to enable Integration Issue Notifications

Important: Updating or installing a bundle requires an Administrator Role. If you need assistance performing this update and verifying settings, please contact NSPOS Technical Support

Update your NSPOS Bundle to 2018.1.00

To update your NSPOS bundle:

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
3. On the Installed Bundles page, locate NetSuite Point of Sale Bundle with Bundle ID 27525.
   Under the version number, the blue  icon indicates there is a newer version available. Placing your mouse over the icon displays more information. If you do not see this icon, your installed bundle is already up to date and no further action is required.
4. Place your mouse over the green icon and click **Update**. Allow time for the page to load.
5. Review the updates to be installed.

NetSuite alerts you on-screen of any conflicts or other issues that may occur with the installation. If needed, use the screen shot below to choose options for Sales Order setup. For other issues, please stop and contact NetSuite Technical Support.

### Tip:
If you are viewing this image in a PDF, zoom in. If you are viewing it in the Help Center, click the image to enlarge it.

### Note:
Use **Replace existing object** and **Update deployments** to resolve a conflict. If **Replace data** is required for a custom list, contact Technical Support for assistance.

6. Click **Update Bundle**.
7. Click **OK** at the prompt.

The Updated Bundles page displays the install progress. When complete, if the bundle updated correctly, a green check mark displays in the **Status** column.

### Install the Security Micro Bundle to enable Integration Issue Notifications

The NPSOS Development Team has released a small “micro bundle” separate from the upgrade bundle. This bundle is a security fix. It will notify you in the event a misconfiguration occurs with the NSPOS integration to your NetSuite ERP production or sandbox environment. The bundle enables two different alert notifications.

The micro bundle is required for release **2018.1.00 or lower**. Release 2018.1.10 includes a fix for the issue. You can remove this bundle when you upgrade to 2018.1.10 or higher.

### What actions do I take now?

- If you are in the process of upgrading to NSPOS 2018.1.00, install the micro bundle immediately after you perform the upgrade.
- If you have already upgraded to NSPOS 2018.1.00, please install the micro bundle now.
- If you are on NSPOS 2017.2.20 or lower, please install the micro bundle now.

### What happens when I move to 2018.1.10 or higher?

You can uninstall the micro bundle. NSPOS 2018.1.10 includes the security fix, making the micro bundle obsolete.

See the release notes 2018.1.10 section **Uninstall the Security Micro Bundle that enabled Integration Issue Notifications prior to 2018.1.10** for the steps to remove the micro bundle.

### Important:
You should install this security bundle as soon as possible.

### To install the micro bundle security fix:

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Customization > SuiteBundler > Search & Install Bundles > List.
3. For Keywords, enter #339097 NSPOS Bundle and click Search.
4. Select the #339097 NSPOS Bundle with Bundle ID 235437.
5. Review the Bundle Details.
6. Click Install.
7. On the Preview Bundle Install page, click Install Bundle.
8. Click OK.

What issue does the micro bundle cover?

In NetSuite ERP, the NSPOS production server URL is stored as the NSPOS SERVER NAME. NetSuite ERP has implemented a change that duplicates the production URL and credentials in sandbox environments. A sandbox refresh copies the NSPOS SERVER NAME value from the production environment to the sandbox. After the refresh, the sandbox contains the URL for the production server. Because the URL is duplicated, the sandbox and production integration between the server will not function correctly.

In the event of an issue, attempting to make the sandbox and NSPOS server integration function correctly without extensive knowledge of this area could have a negative impact on your business. The risks include the mixing of testing and production data.

The micro bundle enables notifications that will warn you if a testing setup will create this type of integration error.

⚠️ Important: If you receive a notification, please contact Technical Support for assistance.
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This chapter provides resources, recommendations and additional verification points to ensure your NetSuite Point of Sale (POS or NSPOS) upgrade and day-to-day operations perform optimally and efficiently.

Areas to Verify prior to Upgrading

**Warning:** Do not update your bundle without discussion and approval from NetSuite Technical Support or Professional Services. Otherwise, the update could impact the functionality of your NetSuite POS registers.

Areas to Verify prior to Upgrading

We recommend verifying these areas before upgrading your NetSuite POS environment.

- **Day of your upgrade**
- **One week before your upgrade**
  - Verify your registers are ready to install the new release
  - Verify MS SQL 2008 R2 SP 3 loaded on Workstations
  - Verify that the Token-based Authentication feature is enabled in NetSuite ERP
  - Verify Gift Card and Gift Certificate setup
  - Verify RA-Location Type is set for all Location records

**Day of your upgrade**

Before the upgrade begins, ensure that:

- Your NetSuite administrator is available to update the bundle.
- Your administrator can allow remote access to a register if needed.
- NSPOS is closed (not running) on all registers. Exit out of NSPOS.
- Your register computers are turned on and power saving is disabled. Registers must not go into “sleep” mode when inactive.
- Your administrator can restage a register in the event an upgrade fails.

**One week before your upgrade**

Perform these checks in advance of your scheduled upgrade to ensure your registers and NetSuite ERP setup are ready to move forward to the next release.

**Verify your registers are ready to install the new release**

See the help topic Workstation Monitoring in the NSPOS Administrator Guide for the steps to view statistics about registers in your network.
Areas to Verify prior to Upgrading

- No disconnected registers (stale partners)
- No registers nearing 10GB size limit
- Hard drive (C:\) free space where NSPOS is installed is 25 GB or greater
- Replication push agent is running on each register
- Auto Updater Service is running on each register
- Security Micro Bundle ID 235437 is installed in your NetSuite ERP production environment

Verify MS SQL 2008 R2 SP 3 loaded on Workstations

You must have Microsoft® SQL Server 2008 R2 Service Pack 3 installed on each workstation. You can use either of the following methods to verify the pack installed. Note that the methods may vary across different versions of Windows.

- **Run a T-SQL command.** Enter the command `SELECT @@VERSION`.
- **View installed updates.** Go to Control Panel > Programs and Features > View installed updates.

Or you can use the following methods to obtain a version number you can combine with SQL Server 2008 for internet search criteria.

- **Use the SQL Server Management Studio.** Right-click on the instance name and select Properties.
- **Review the SQL server file.** Go to `C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL10_50.MSSQLSERVER\MSSQL\Binn`. (Your file path may vary.) Right-click on sqlservr.exe and select Properties.

Please contact NetSuite Technical Support if you require assistance.

Verify that the Token-based Authentication feature is enabled in NetSuite ERP

**Important:** If the Token-based Authentication feature is not enabled, your upgrade to 2018.1.30 or greater will fail.

With NSPOS 2018.1.30, we began supporting Token-based Authentication (TBA) for your integration user accounts. This change requires that TBA is enabled in your account prior to upgrading to 2018.1.30 or greater. Use these steps to verify that you are ready for the TBA feature.

---

Enable Features

![Enable Features](image)

- **TOKEN-BASED AUTHENTICATION**

Enable token-based authentication as an additional authentication mechanism for your users. By enabling this feature, you agree to SuiteCloud Terms of Service.
To verify that Token-based Authentication is enabled in NetSuite ERP:

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Setup > Company > Enable Features (under Setup Tasks).
3. Click the SuiteCloud subtab.
4. Scroll to the Manage Authentication section and review the Token-based Authentication box.
   - If it is checked, click Cancel. You are ready for this feature.
   - If it is not checked:
     1. Check the Token-based Authentication box.
     2. Click I Agree on the SuiteCloud Terms of Service page.
     3. Click Save.

Verify Gift Card and Gift Certificate setup

Release 2016.20 and greater requires that the Location record > RA-Currency field be set to the correct currency for every retail location selling a gift card or certificate. Otherwise, sales of gift cards or certificates may fail after upgrading to 2016.20 or greater.

See the help topic Set up NSPOS Gift Cards/Certificates in NetSuite ERP in the NetSuite POS Administrator Guide for the steps to verify and configure your Location records for use with gift cards and certificates. Log into NetSuite first.

This action binds gift cards and certificates sold in each updated Location to use that currency only. By default, the Location > RA-Currency field is blank.

Verify RA-Location Type is set for all Location records

After updating the bundle to the latest version, you should ensure that the RA-Location Type is set on each of your NetSuite ERP Location records. This field is required, but it may not have been set for customers that were using NetSuite ERP prior to being implemented on NetSuite POS. This one-time task is critical to allowing multiple NetSuite POS features to function correctly.

The possible values include Headquarters, Retail Store, Distribution Center and others. Please choose the value that meets your business needs for each Location.

A single Location must be set to Headquarters.

To review or set the RA-Location Type:

1. Log in to NetSuite as an administrator.
2. Go to Setup > Company > Locations.
3. Click View for the first Location.
4. If the RA-Location Type is not set:
   1. Click Edit.
   2. Select the RA-Location Type.
   3. Click Save.
5. Repeat for the next Location record as needed.
Areas to Verify prior to Upgrading

Note: Only one Location can be set as Headquarters.

Resources and Recommendations

Use the guidelines in this section to help ensure your NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) upgrade and daily operations are a success.

- Payment Application Data Security Standards (PA-DSS)
- Third Party Software and Licenses
- Verify your Registers after the upgrade
- Recommendations about mass Item and Customer updates
- Planning efficient rollouts for new Stores and Registers
- Windows® Updates and Performance
- Register Time Synchronization via the Internet
- RAIFS vs. File System folder

Payment Application Data Security Standards (PA-DSS)

NetSuite POS is a PA-DSS validated application. The Payment Application Data Security Standard (PA-DSS) guide describes the Payment Card Industry (PCI) initiative and lists recommendations for using NetSuite POS in a PCI DSS compliant environment.

The guide includes details about installing and configuring a compliant system, best practices for maintaining compliance, and a list of operating systems (OS) validated for use on your NetSuite POS terminals.


Third Party Software and Licenses

A NetSuite POS implementation can include software governed by licenses from third parties (“Third Party Software” and “Third Party License”). All third party software licensed for use with NetSuite POS is subject
to the terms and conditions of the corresponding Third Party License, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the agreement governing the POS Software. NetSuite|Oracle makes no representation or warranty concerning Third Party Software and shall have no obligation or liability with respect to Third Party Software.

If you have questions about Third Party Software and Licenses used with NetSuite POS, we recommend logging into NetSuite ERP and reviewing the following PDF:

NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) Third Party Software and Licenses - 17.2 thru 18.1

Verify your Registers after the upgrade

When your NSPOS upgrade is complete, we recommend testing at least one register in each store. You can find our Terminal Verification Checklist – NSPOS 2018.1.x in the NetSuite Help Center > User Guides NetSuite Point of Sale section. Log into NetSuite ERP first.

Recommendations about mass Item and Customer updates

We recommend against performing mass item and customer updates during business hours when transactions are occurring on your registers. NetSuite POS integrates with NetSuite to provide Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) tools for managing your items, customers and other aspects of your business. You can update items and customers in NetSuite manually or through CSV imports.

Updates in NetSuite periodically download to your POS registers to ensure all information is synchronized and current. NetSuite POS performs synchronization uploads to NetSuite of sales and other transactions that occur at the register. This is distributed to other registers in your store through the Amazon cloud server.

**Important:** Item and customer updates of over 60,000 records per day can impact synchronization across the network. If mass updates must occur during business hours, we recommend limiting each update to 60,000 records or less within a single 24-hour period.

Planning efficient rollouts for new Stores and Registers

When opening one or more new stores, it is important to consider the time needed to prepare the registers with current information from your NetSuite ERP setup. This consideration also applies to registers that were previously active but have been turned off for a long time.

When a register is staged, all information is fully loaded and up to date. After staging, registers receive only the information needed to keep them current. When a register is turned off, NetSuite holds all new transactions, price changes and customer information for download to the register later.

If a register is turned off for an extended period and then turned back on, the size of the update can be large and take a while to download. This might delay a register from being ready when you need it.

**Important:** Excessive download times can delay registers from being ready to accept sales transactions and can affect overall server performance. This delay can be critical in the event of a new store opening.

To ensure your new registers are ready for business, NetSuite recommends the following:
1. **Stage registers 24-48 hours before first use.** If no major changes to NetSuite ERP data will occur before using the register, the time between staging and first use can be longer without a significant impact on performance.

2. If a store rollout requires new item and customer information, if possible, be sure to add or import the information to NetSuite ERP before staging new registers. Then the new information will be included during the staging process.

3. To reduce the impact to existing registers, large item and customer changes in NetSuite ERP should be performed in small increments. A good guideline is **limiting changes to 60,000 records or less per day**, performed outside of business hours.
   
   If you are not certain how to limit the number of records or if this guideline does not fit your rollout schedule, please contact NetSuite Technical Support for assistance.

4. For registers that have been turned off for a long time, **restaging a register can be the fastest method** for bringing it up to date. Staging is generally quicker than waiting for large downloads to complete.

   **Important:** Before restaging a register workstation that was set to **Inactive** in NetSuite ERP, clear the Inactive box on the NetSuite RA-Workstation record, **Save** and then wait **15 minutes** for the active status to sync between the server and the workstation.

### Windows® Updates and Performance

Applying a Windows update to registers during business hours can significantly affect performance. NetSuite recommends applying updates only when the location is closed.

### Register Time Synchronization via the Internet

A register's clock can become out of sync with the internet time used by the Amazon Web Services (AWS) server. Clock variations of more than plus or minus five minutes can cause data replication functions to fail. Gift card functionality and other POS services are also dependent on keeping the time synchronized.

The Push Agent log can be used to determine if replication errors were caused by times being out of sync. Technical Support can help you make the determination.

**Note:** Some businesses restrict access to the Internet Time tab described in this procedure.

**To resynchronize a register’s clock:**

1. Tap the Windows **Start** button and search for **date and time**.
   Or go to Control Panel > Date and Time.
2. Open the **Internet Time** tab.
3. Tap **Change Settings**.
4. Tap **Update now** and then **OK**.
RAFS vs. File System folder

We no longer use the RAFS Content storage location in NetSuite ERP to manage files. All storage should take place in the **File Cabinet > File System**. You can ignore the RAFS folder but, to avoid confusion, you can also remove it. You should back up any files still in the RAFS location if you choose to remove it.

⚠️ **Important**: Back up any files remaining in the **RAFS Content** folder before removing the folder.

Contact NetSuite Technical Support if you have any questions.
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ℹ️ Applies to: NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS)

This topic provides descriptions and links to NetSuite Point of Sale (NSPOS) documentation resources. Use these resources to learn about using NSPOS, configuring NSPOS to meet the needs of your retail business, and troubleshooting NSPOS to solve common problems.

Watch a Related Video

Documentation Updates in 2018.1.XX

We made the following updates to support the latest NSPOS release:

NetSuite Point of Sale Administrator Guide
- Set up a Register: Backward Compatibility for Phased Releases
- Payment Gateways: zipPay Integration through PC-EFTPOS
- Basic Setups and Customization in NetSuite ERP: Item Restrictions by Subsidiary or Location
- Basic Setups and Customization in NetSuite ERP: Price Distribution by Currency and Location
- Workstation Monitoring: New chapter for the register hardware monitoring tool. Moved from the Troubleshooting chapter
- FreedomPay - Enable NSPOS floor-limit overrides in offline mode
- Changes YESpay to Wordpay
- Token-based Authentication requirement to enable the feature

Documentation Resources

Use the links in this topic to access a guide or video. You can review materials online or download a PDF to your computer or register.

✅ Tip: Log into NetSuite ERP before clicking a link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentation Resource</th>
<th>What it provides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NetSuite POS Release Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Release 2018.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Release 2017.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetSuite POS Administrator Guide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ This document is a guide to configuring and maintaining NSPOS. It includes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
  ▪ Overviews and steps for basic tasks, such as setting up employees and running reports. |
  ▪ Steps for modifying the buttons and related security settings for your registers. |
  ▪ Steps to work with promotions. |
  ▪ How to stage and re-stage registers, either individually or as a scheduled mass update. |
Setting up credit card payment providers.
Configuring process options for promotions, sales orders, and other features vital to your business.

**NetSuite POS User Guide**

The NSPOS user guide provides how-to steps for cashiers and store managers. It includes:
- An overview of NSPOS.
- Instructions for handling transactions at the register, including sales, sales orders, returns and gift card/certificate tasks.
- How to work with customer information.
- Start and end of day tasks performed by store managers.

**PA-DSS 3.2 Implementation Guide - NSPOS 2018.1**

NetSuite POS is a PA-DSS validated application. The Payment Application Data Security Standard (PADSS) guide describes the Payment Card Industry (PCI) initiative and lists recommendations for using NetSuite POS in a PCI DSS compliant environment.

The guide includes:
- Details about installing and configuring a compliant system.
- Best practices for maintaining compliance.
- A list of operating systems (OS) validated for use on your NetSuite POS terminals.

**Terminal Verification Checklist: NSPOS 2018.1.X**

This document lists steps for verifying the basic functionality of NSPOS terminals/registers in stores or other locations.
- Customers or other representatives should perform verifications as part of the user acceptance testing (UAT) process and after deployment of an upgrade.
- Each section will help to identify issues prior to a store recommencing customer transactions.

**Important:** We recommend testing at least one terminal (register) in every store.

**NetSuite POS Help Center Videos**

- NetSuite SuiteCommerce NSPOS Overview
- NetSuite SuiteCommerce: NSPOS Basic Transactions
- NetSuite SuiteCommerce: Customizing the NSPOS User Interface
- NetSuite SuiteCommerce: NSPOS Documentation Resources
- NetSuite SuiteCommerce: NSPOS Cancel and Void

Our videos deliver a convenient method for understanding and using NSPOS. Housed on the Oracle Learning Library, each video is brief and concise. Watch our videos to get the information you require in a relaxed learning environment.

Also available from the NetSuite ERP application:
- Help Center
- SuiteAnswers

Some NPSOS-related tasks are common across different NetSuite | Oracle applications. Use the Help Center and SuiteAnswers links to research NetSuite ERP topics that cover:
- Your general ledger.
- Item and price updates.
- Other areas not specific to working with your registers.